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6 ballast (n) small stones laid to form a bed for streets and railroads 道砟

6 vibration (n) a shaky motion 震動

6 adapt (v) to change something to suit certain conditions 使適應

6 roam (v) to travel around without a clear direction 閒逛

6 reserve (n) something saved for future use 儲備

6 accumulate (v) to collect or gather 積累

6 stay put (phr) to stay in a certain place 留在原地

7 cricket (n) a jumping insect that gives out loud sounds 蟋蟀

7 sprawling (adj) spreading 擴張的

8 Vatican City (n) the smallest country in the world, located inside Rome 梵蒂岡

8 clergy (n) religious leaders 神職人員

8 bone marrow (n) soft fatty substance in the centre of a bone 骨髓

11 naked eye (n) the unaided eye 肉眼

12 cosmic (adj) related to the part of space outside Earth 宇宙的

13 numerous (adj) large in number 數不清的

13 extinct (adj) died out 絕種

13 canyon (n) large valleys with steep sides 峽谷

13 orbit (v) to move around in a curving path 環繞軌道運行

13 tilted (adj) not upright 傾斜的

13 axis (n) the center around which something rotates 軸

14 resemble (v) to look like something 像

14 meteor (n) a piece of rock from space 流星

14 equator (n) an imaginary line around a planet that divides it into two equal parts

14 rust (n)
a reddish brown oxide coating on iron caused by the action of oxygen

and moisture鐵銹

15 confirm (v) to establish the correctness of something 證實

15 stretch (n) a large and unbroken area of land or water 一片

15 sand dune (n) a hill of sand 沙丘

16 autonomous (adj) acting independently 獨立自主的

16 NASA (n) National Aeronautics and Space Administration 美國太空總署

16 basalt (n) a dense dark grey fine-grained rock 玄武岩

17 telescopic (adj) having parts that slide one within another 伸縮的

17 dwelling (n) a place to live in 居住處

18 former (adj) of the distant past 以前的

18 terrain (n) a piece of ground having specific characteristics 地形

18 pay off (phr v) to have good results 取得成功

18 resolution (n) the ability to tell apart images that are close together 解像度

19 ingenuity (n) cleverness 機智
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21 intrigued (adj) when your attention has been captured by something 着迷的

22 baobab (n) a short tree with a very thick trunk  猴麵包樹

22 manipulate (v) to control skilfully 操縱

22 delicate (adj)
marked by great skill especially in precise technique and great

attention 技巧性很強的

23 unruly (adj) disorderly 難控制的

24 lentil (n) a very small dried bean 小扁豆

24 cultivate (v) to grow a plant 種植

26 decelerate (v) to slow down 減速

27 feat (n) an achievement 功績

28 coop up (phr v) to keep a person in a small space for a long period of time 囚禁

28 insane (adj) (1) crazy 瘋狂的; (2) very foolish 非常愚蠢的

30 devastated (adj) very shocked and upset 大受打擊的

31 interpret (v) to give a meaning 詮解

31 extra-terrestrial (n) a being from outside the planet Earth 外星生物

31 drive (v) to force into action 推動

31 hilarious (adj) very funny 引人發笑的

33 praying mantis (n)
a kind of meat-eating insects which raise their forelimbs when they

rest as if in a prayer 螳螂

33 discreet (adj) careful and unnoticeable 小心的

34 snag (v) to catch something on a sharp point 鉤住

35 harpoon (n) a long pointed weapon with a rope attached to it 捕魚叉/捕鯨叉

36 miniature (adj) small 小型的

36 proportionate (adj) agreeing in amount or degree 成比例的

37 moult (v) to lose skin naturally so that new skin can grow 蛻皮

38 elongated (adj) long and slender 細長的

38 silhouette (n) an outline of a solid object 輪廓

39 brandish (v) to swing back and forth  揮舞
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